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Abstract

An artistic rendering method of free-form surfaces with the aid of half-toned text that is laid-out on
the given surface is presented. The layout of the text is computed using symbolic composition of the
free-form parametric surface S(u; v) with cubic or linear B�ezier curve segments C(t) = fcu(t); cv(t)g,
comprising the outline of the text symbols. Once the layout is constructed on the surface, a shading
process is applied to the text, a�ecting the width of the symbols as well as their color, according to some
shader function. The shader function depends on the surface orientation and the view direction as well
as the color and the direction or position of the light source.

Keywords: non-photorealistic rendering, line art, font art.
ACM CCS: I.3.3 [Computer graphics] Line and curve generation, I.3.5 [Computer graphics] Curve,

surface, solid, and object representations.

1 Introduction

Non photorealistic rendering (NPR) is a widespread area of study in contemporary computer graphics

research. Algorithms for line art rendering [7,9,10,13,14,19,20], artistic screening [16], artistic dithering [17],

digital engraving [15, 18], or pen-and-ink illustration and animation [14, 21, 25] have been proposed in

recent years as alternatives to traditional photorealistic synthetic imagery. Non photorealistic rendering

techniques are aimed at better conveying shape, possibly providing more details, or, alternatively, present

the shape in a more illustrative and appealing way.

NPR techniques produce di�erent kinds of non-photorealistic images in numerous applications. Looking

at all sorts of architectural sketches or illustrations in technical textbooks and manuals, one can �nd hand-

made line art or other classes of drawing styles, developed in �ne arts. Many of the contemporary NPR

methods employ the three dimensional geometry in order to convey more information than just the shading.

Consider an image of a statue with two di�erent body parts that are equally illuminated. A photorealistic

algorithm will paint both of them indistinguishably. Nonetheless, in the art of wood carving (see [12])

one may �nd the stream lines of the object, i.e. sets of lines drawn along the general shape of the object,

which make the di�erent body parts unique. The objects are rendered with curves that are drawn along
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some intrinsic geometrical features such as curvature. Recent computer graphics research strived for an

automatic method that produces synthetic images with the similar look of wood carving.

In [18], the authors introduce a technique that simulates the production of engraved plates from the

information contained in two dimensional image. The e�ect is achieved with the aid of a grid-less half-toning

that employs curves as the drawing primitives. In [15], the basic techniques for digital facial engraving are

introduced.

The line art rendering technique of [7] utilizes a coverage that is based on isoparametric curves of the

surfaces of the object. The rendering process is performed by varying the density of the isoparametric curves

as a function of the illumination of the surface. In [19,20], three dimensional properties of the surfaces

such as the normal vectors and principal directions are employed in order to create the line art drawing.

Provided with curvature analysis, the authors generate stream lines that are traced in the two dimensional

directions in order to de�ne the line strokes of the drawing. The user is allowed to interactively select

reference lines, and then all the additional strokes are produced automatically. In [13], a line art rendering

is performed by generating hatch marks that can convey surface shape. In [17], a method for multi-color

artistic dithering is proposed. This method produces a multi-color non-overlapping surface coverage using

a barycentric combination of color intensities. In [25], an algorithm for rendering parametric free-form

surfaces in pen-and-ink is presented, while in [21], the authors describe an interactive system for creating

pen-and-ink style drawings from grey scale images.

Many traditional half-toning techniques use small repetitive screen elements that characterize the color

at di�erent screen locations. Usually, if such elements are perceived by the human eye, the visible shape

of the elements is considered as a half-toning artifact.

One approach for half-toning may be found in [16]. In their work, the authors tune a shape of the screen

elements and create screening e�ects that are considered undesirable in traditional half-toning processes but

may be modi�ed to convey additional information for artistic purposes. Some more sophisticated artistic

shapes such as the ornaments of Escher, are used as screen basic elements, and the smooth alteration of

the shape of the artistic screen basic element is controlled to o�er a half-toning method. The inspiration

for such techniques may be found in the work of medieval artists (see [5]), where polygonal patterns have

been used in order to create ornaments, in each separate tile. Plenty decorative motives that incorporate

beautiful calligraphic work with letter shapes are used in the Islamic art [5], decorations that are well-

distributed over a given geometric surface.

The results of [16] demonstrate that contour-based generation of half-tone screens provides a novel

way of conveying information. One example that is demonstrated in [16] is the use of half-toning to avoid
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counterfeiting. Bank notes may include half-toning images with intensity levels that are produced by micro

letters of varying size and shape. The US treasury uses micro-printing techniques for generating letters

along the curved contours in order to protect the bank notes.

In this work, we introduce a new line art rendering scheme of free-form surfaces that exploits the

layout of text over the given parametric surface, in three-dimensional space. The illumination intensity

of the surface as computed using traditional shaders is mapped into the width of the text. By uniformly

placing symbols over the surface, the width of the curves representing the text symbols is linearly modi�ed

and based on the computed illumination this width controls the tone reproduction. Hence, the curves

representing the text serve as tone reproduction curves.

This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider some basic de�nitions. A smooth deforma-

tion of text in two dimensions is discussed in Section 3. The details of the three dimensional deformation

and the surface rendering method could be found in Section 4. In Section 5, some examples of the presented

method could be found. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Background

We now consider several de�nitions that we are about to employed. We use the term symbol as a synonym

for a text character or letter. A font is a set of printable or displayable symbols of speci�c style and size.

A design of a set of fonts is called a type-face. The two most widespread type-faces are the True Type that

is used by Microsoft Windows [2] and the Adobe's Type 1 fonts (see [3, 4]). These two types of type-faces

are representatives of scalable or vector fonts. Such fonts are also called outline fonts. The outline of

characters of scalable font is de�ned using a geometry that consists of vector curves. Thus, any kind of

a�ne transformations can be easily applied to the text. The curves between the end-points of the vectors

are usually speci�ed by using either cubic and linear B�ezier spline curves in Type 1 [4] fonts or quadratic

and linear B�ezier spline curves in True Type fonts [2]. While the most common use of text is printing

and publication, there are plenty of other applications that require text manipulation functions such as

computer animation and computer aided design and art. Hereafter, we employ Type 1 fonts and hence

consider only linear and cubic B�ezier spline curves.

Consider the following problem: given a text string and a free-form parametric curve (t), denoted a

base curve, layout the prede�ned text string to follow the path of curve (t). In [14], strokes are bent along

a path using \skeletal stroke deformation" toward better control of vector graphic strokes, for example

for animation. Existing work on text deformations manipulates the text using one of two methods. The

most simple approach de�nes a best suited rigid motion transformation for each symbol (see pages 171 {
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: A deformation of the letter `E' using bending of a base line (thick). The original character

is shown in (a). Character deformation using mapping of the control polygons is shown in (b). The
deformation of the symbol using the algorithm we adopt here is shown in (c). Base lines are shown thick.

173, \Program 11/Placing Text Along an Arbitrary Path" in [1], for an example). A second technique,

based upon a deformation transformation, maps the control points of the B�ezier curves comprising the

text geometry [16,21] following some deformation of the parametric domain. This second method is more

accurate than the rigid motion transformation and may produce better results if the text symbols are

approximated well enough by the control points of the curves. However, both methods do not guarantee

that self-intersection free letters will remain self-intersection free after the deformation. Moreover, both

methods cannot change the shape of linear segments even if the domain of the layout has been continuously

and smoothly transformed by a non linear deformation function with high curvature. Undesirable artifacts

may appear, that a�ect the continuity of adjacent segments (see Figure 1).

3 Smooth Deformation of Text in the Plane

A free-form deformation technique for solid geometric models is introduced in [22]. Having a deformation

mapping function M : Rn �! Rn and an object O � Rn as an input, one could warp O following M as

M(O). The selection of the mapping provides a precise control over the process of the deformation. The

method of [22] resembles the technique we employ herein, yet for volumetric solid models. In this work,

we deform geometry that represents text lying inside a planar domain D. The geometry of the string is

expected to lie in the parametric domain D = [u1; u2]� [v1; v2] of the deforming surface patch.

A text deformation method that provides smooth and accurate results may be found in [24]. Consider

a text string that has been created with the aid of an outline font. The geometry of the text is prescribed

via a set of linear and cubic B�ezier curve segments fCi(t)gi. The B�ezier curves are de�ned via a �nite

number of control points (two in the linear case, and four in the cubic case).
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Figure 2: Two linear and parallel edges of a symbol with a base line (thick) are shown in (a). The deformed

base line with the mapped end control points and edges, is shown in (b). The straight lines intersect each
other in (b). Moreover, part of the symbol even expand below the base line. Note that the lengths of the

dashed lines, h1 and h2, (that are normal to the base line) have not been modi�ed.

The main idea of the text deformation method used in [24] employs the natural and precise solution

of the deformation problem that is presented by a symbolic composition (see [8]). In [24] and for the

planar case, we �rst de�ne a planar deformation surface S(u; v) as a mapping from R2 �! R2. The text

to be deformed, fCi(t)gi, is assumed to be contained in the parametric domain of S(u; v). S(u; v) is then

composed with one curve segment, Ci(t) =
�
ciu(t); c

i
v(t)
	
, at a time. The result is a new smooth geometry,

de�ned by

S �Ci(t) = S
�
ciu(t); c

i
v(t)
�
; (3.1)

again assuming all the geometry of the original symbols lie in the parametric domain of the surface S(u; v).

Provided that surface S(u; v) is self intersection free, the resulting layout of the given text (that is

originally self intersection free as well) can have no self intersections or intersections between its symbols,

see [24] for more. This statement does not hold if one considers either one of the two previous deformation

methods of [16] or [1]. The technique of [16] may produce further undesirable artifacts, as can be seen in

Figures 1 and 2.

4 Text Deformation in Three Dimensions

In [24], the de�nition of the planar surface S(u; v) has several degrees of freedom. The user provides the

text string and speci�es the lower boundary of the surface S(u; v), denoted as the base curve. A vertically
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Figure 3: Planar examples of text deformation, following [24]. An example of a text layout over the base

curve (u) is shown in (a). In (b), a text deformation guided by a shaping curve �(v) is presented.

oriented left boundary of S(u; v) that is called the shaping curve (see Figure 3) might also be speci�ed,

prescribing further alterations in the shape of the output.

In this work, we are interested in placing text on a given three dimensional free-form parametric surface.

Thus, S(u; v) is assumed to be a general three dimensional free-form surface.

4.1 Text Deformation Algorithm

Let S(u; v) be a general B-spline surface. We now review the algorithm that maps the linear/cubic B�ezier

geometry, fCi(t)gi, of the given text onto a general B-spline surface, S(u; v).

4.1.1 The Surface Subdivision Stage

As a �rst step, S(u; v) is subdivided in the v direction into several strips, the number of which is equal to

the number of desired lines of text.

We seek a distribution of the lines of text on S(u; v) that is fair. Having a prescription of the number

of lines of text N , to be placed on the surface, we employ the parameterization of the surface to make all

the surface strips appear of similar height, in Euclidean space. Typically, the �eld of the parameterization

is not uniform along S(u; v). Assume umin and umax are the minimal and the maximal values of the u

parameter in the parametric domain of S(u; v), while vmin and vmax are the bounds of the parameter v.

Calculate the velocity vector �eld
dS(u;v)

dv
, and consider it at u = umin+umax

2 for all v and while subdividing

the surface (see Figure 4). For a given number of lines of text, N , we approximate the value of the

parameter vi for the bottom cut of the i-th strip so that the following holds:

i

N

Z vmax

vmin

dS(u; v)dv

 dv =
Z vi

vmin

dS(u; v)dv

 dv: (4.1)

With the assumption that the value vi in Equation (4:1) does not change much for di�erent values of

the u parameter, a uniform distribution of the N lines could by derived. The actual computation of vi

at u = umin+umax

2
could be conducted via, for example, a binary search over v and a piecewise linear

approximation of the arc-length function of
R dS(u;v)dv

 dv.
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Figure 4: The surface S(u; v) must be subdivided into strips with similar height, d, for any given parame-
terization of S(u; v).

As a second step, the input text is split into the selected number of lines, so that all the lines would

have a length of text that is proportional to the arc-length of that line on the surface. This process is

conducted by computing the length of the entire body of text in relations to the accumulated lengths of all

the base lines of surface strips Sj(u; vj) as derived using Equation (4.1). The body of text is then broken

into N lines, each of which with a length that is proportional to the length of the corresponding surface

strip. We strive to break the input text into lines in such a way that the following relation holds:

R umax

umin

dSi(u;vi)du

 duPN
j=1

R umax

umin

 dSj(u;vj)du

du =
LiPN
j=1 Lj

; (4.2)

where Lj is the length of the text that is assigned to the j-th surface strip.

4.1.2 Composing 3D Text

The composition stage of the presented algorithm resembles the algorithm of [24], for each surface strip

Sj(u; v). Recall that the corresponding symbols of text are represented by sets of linear and cubic B�ezier

curves Ci(t). The B-spline surface representing the j-th strip, Sj(u; v) is �rst converted into a set of B�ezier

surfaces by subdividing Sj(u; v) at all its internal knots, uk or vl (See Figure 5). Further, all the B�ezier
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Figure 5: The letter 'A' is shown in the parameter space of the surface strip Sj(u; v). The surface as well

as the curve are subdivided at all the interior knots, uk or vl, of Sj(u; v).

curves are similarly subdivided at the internal knots of uk and vl, solving for the following:

cu(t) = uk and/or cv(t) = vl: (4.3)

The solution set of Equation (4:3) may be found analytically, solving for either a linear, or a cubic equation,

and considering only the real roots in the range of the parametric domain of Ci(t).

The deformation is completed by composing the subdivided segments of the B�ezier curves with the

corresponding subdivided B�ezier patches. Let C(t) = (u(t); v(t)) be a B�ezier curve such that u(t); v(t) 2

(0; : : : ; 1); 8t and let S be a B�ezier surface. Then,

S(u(t); v(t)) =

nX
i=0

mX
j=0

PijB
m
j (v(t))Bn

i (u(t))

=
nX
i=0

0
@ mX

j=0

PijB
m
j (v(t))

1
ABn

i (u(t)); (4.4)

where Bn
i is the i-th B�ezier basis function of degree n and Pij are the control points of S.

The B�ezier curve-surface composition is now narrowed to the problem of computing the composition of

Bn
i (c(t)), where c(t) is a scalar curve. Assuming one can compute and represent the composition Bn

i (c(t)),

c(t) 2 [umin; umax], as a curve, the curve S(u(t); v(t)) is also representable because it involves sums and
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products of polynomial Bn
i (c(t)) terms only, which is polynomial (See, for example, [11] for the product of

B�ezier basis functions). But now we have,

Bn
i (c(t)) =

�
n

i

�
(1:0� c(t))n�i(c(t))i

=

�
n

i

� 
1:0�

oX
k=0

QkB
o
k(t)

!n�i  oX
k=0

QkB
o
k(t)

!i

; (4.5)

which is again reduced to sums and products of polynomial Bo
k(t) terms only. See [8] for more on the

computation of B�ezier composition.

4.1.3 Shading Computation

As a �nal step, the text symbols must be properly shaded, taking into account the local shading information

of the three dimensional surface. In traditional photo-realistic rendering techniques, the pixel is the smallest

picture element considered. Each pixel in the rendered image is assigned some color value that corresponds

to the intensity level sampled and computed for that pixel by some shading model. The shaders typically

take into account the surface orientation and the view direction as well as the color and the direction or

position of the light source(s).

Emulating this traditional rendering process, we evaluate a single intensity level I for each visible

symbol. I is derived based upon the shading intensity computed on the surface at the center location of

the symbol on that surface. The shading intensity could be derived from one of many shaders that are

employed in computer graphics. This shading computation could also be computed in colors employing

some color basis such as the RGB and deriving I as a vector in this RGB space. The magnitude of I

directly controls the width of the symbol. Some examples of shaders are now considered. The cosine shader

is one of the most commonly used in computer graphics:

Ic(u; v) = !(Ia +

Id hN(u; v); Li+

Is hR(u; v); V i
�);

(4.6)

where

R(u; v) =
�N(u; v)� L �N(u; v)� L

 ;
�N(u; v) =2N(u; v) hN(u; v); Li :

(4.7)

and (u; v) are the coordinates of the center of the bounding box of the symbol in the parametric domain

of S(u; v), ! provides some bias, L is the unit vector toward the light source, V stands for the unit
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vector toward the viewer, R is the direction of the reected light, and Ia; Id and Is are the coe�cients

for the ambient, di�use and specular components of the illumination. Moreover, by letting the di�erent I

components be color vectors, one can support color shading as well (see Figure 10).

One could clearly employ other shaders as well. Two examples of such additional shaders are a silhouette

enhancement shader and a distance dependent shader. The intensity level could be computed for these two

shaders in the following way:

Is(u; v) = ! (1:0� hV;N(u; v)i) ; (4.8)

Id(u; v) = !
Ic(u; v)

kL� S(u; v)k
; (4.9)

where Is(u; v) is a shader that enhances silhouette areas and Id(u; v) is a distance dependent shader, !

provides bias control as before and  is a decay factor. Ic(u; v) is de�ned by Equation (4:6). The silhouette

shader emphasizes the silhouette areas of the surface, while the distance dependent shader is similar to

traditional rendering, but assigns larger intensity to the surface regions (symbols) that are closer to the

point light source.

4.1.4 Surface Singularities

The presented scheme supports arbitrary parametric surfaces. Moreover, the text is laid out along isopara-

metric curves, taking into consideration the arc-length of the isoparametric curves as well as the distances

between adjacent isoparametric curves.

Surfaces that are non regular at certain points have, by de�nition, a vanishing normal �eld at these

locations. This singularity pose di�culties only at the shading computation stages, a problem that is

shared by all surface rendering schemes. One can approximate the normal at non regular locations, using

near by regular locations. Alternatively, but more di�cult, one could compute the normal by exploiting

the intrinsic geometry of the surface, overcoming the irregularity of the parameterization.

Other potential di�culties might stem from surfaces of varying arc-length along isoparametric curves

and/or surfaces of varying distance between isoparametric curves. Varying arc-length along isoparametric

curves is taken care of by the proper placement of the symbols along the curve (See Equation 4.2)). Nonethe-

less, the presented algorithm does assume a moderate change of distance between adjacent isoparametric

curves, sampling only the middle of the domain (Equation 4.1)). Large changes in the distance between

two isoparametric curves could yield uneven distribution of symbols between two adjacent lines of text.

This uneven distribution could be partially compensated for by coercing the symbols near large gap to be

wider or darker, employing anti-aliasing ideas from [17].
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: An example of the precise layout of text over the sphere, that is rendered by enhancing silhouette

areas in (Is, see Equation (4:8)) (a) and using traditional cosine shading (Ic, see Equation (4:6)) in (b).

5 Examples

Before presenting some examples, we briey discuss the hidden symbol removal process that was taken in

this work. The hidden symbols on the hidden surface regions were removed in all examples with the aid

of a z-depth map created using a polygonal approximation of the surface and the Open GL library, using

an image of resolution 500x500. A polygonal approximation of the surface(s) is rendered into a regular

z-bu�er. The z-depth of the center of each symbol is then compared with the corresponding depth of the

z-bu�er at that center location. A symbol is visible (hidden) if the center of the symbol is found visible

(hidden) by this z-depth test. No partial symbols are displayed.

We have used the text of the sonnet number CXXX by William Shakespeare (see [23]) for rendering

all the surfaces. Precise composition between the linear or cubic B�ezier curves of the text and a B�ezier

surface is computed throughout the presented examples. Nevertheless, the order of the resulting composed

curves is usually higher than three (cubic). Type 1 PostScript language supports either linear, or cubic

B�ezier curves. Thus the geometry of the resulting higher order text is approximated by a set of either

linear or cubic B�ezier curves to an arbitrary precision [6], in order to further use the composed letters in the

PostScript representation. In the examples presented in this section, we have used linear approximation of

the text geometry.
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We start with a simple example that emphasizes the properties of the shading model, using a sphere

(see Figure 6). A shader that enhances silhouette areas can be seen in Figure 6 (a). The highlight spot of

the reected light is clearly seen on the sphere of Figure 6 (b).

A classic model in the computer graphics �eld is the Utah teapot. In Figure 7, two examples of

rendering text over the surfaces of the Utah teapot using the standard cosine shading model, that was

presented in Equation (4:6), are shown. In this work, we have used the maximal width of the outline of

the symbol if this symbol has the maximal intensity level (Figure 7 (a)). This is an appropriate way when

one uses black color for the symbols rendering and white background for non illuminated areas. Though

it could be natural to look at the negative image, i.e. the darker areas for the background and the bright

ones for the illuminated parts of the picture. One option to express the negative colors without altering

the background is to use minimal outline width for the illuminated symbols, having the symbols with the

smaller intensity level producing the outline with the maximal width (see Figure 7 (b)).

In Figure 8, the infamous Utah teapot model is rendered again using a shader that enhances silhouette

areas in the object, following the shader of Equation (4:8). The square region of the image in Figure 8 (a)

is enlarged in Figure 8 (b), better exhibiting the individual symbols.

In Figure 9, two more examples of the application of di�erent shaders are presented. The silhouette

shader has been applied to the pawn surface in Figure 9 (a), while the distance dependent shader was used

for a glass surface in Figure 9 (b).

Figure 10 presents color enhanced cosine shader examples of two di�erent models. As in Figure 8 the

square image region in Figure 10 (a) is enlarged in (b) for better inspection. In Figure 10 (c), the same

shader is used for rendering the pawn surface.

It is much easier for the human eye to comprehend the picture when darker colors are used for non

illuminated areas. Compare Figure 7 with Figure 11. These two pictures have identical geometry while

the intensities of Figure 11 are negated with the respect to those in Figure 7.

The quality of the font deformation could be closely examined in Figure 12, where the text on the Utah

teapot surface is enlarged and easily readable.

All these examples have been generated on A PC AMD Athlon 1.2GHz system running Windows 2000.

The computation times for these examples are given in Table 1. Interestingly enough, all the Teapot ren-

derings of same font size (Figures 7 (a), 7 (b), 8 (a), 10 (a), 11) show up with identical computational times,

regardless of the shading model employed. This hints on the negligible cost of the shading computation

compared to the overwhole computations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: A standard cosine shader (Ic, see Equation (4:6)) applied to the model of the Utah teapot. The
illumination intensity de�nes the width of the outline of each symbol. In (a), the widest parts correspond
to the highest intensity levels, while in (b), the lowest intensity levels are associated with the minimal

outline width.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: An example of a rendering with a shader that enhances silhouette areas (Is, see Equation (4:8)).
(b) presents the enlarged square region of (a).

Figure Computation time

6 (a) 21 sec.

6 (b) 21 sec.

7 (a) 2 min. 11 sec.

7 (b) 2 min. 11 sec.

8 (a) 2 min. 11 sec.

9 (a) 47sec.

9 (b) 33 sec.

10 (a) 2 min. 11 sec.

10 (c) 47 sec.

11 2 min. 11 sec.

12 26 sec.

Table 1: Running times (AMD Athlon 1.2GHz running Windows 2000) for the given examples.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Examples of the silhouette shader (Is, see Equation (4:8)) application on a pawn (a) and the
distance dependent shader (Id, see Equation (4:9)) application on a glass (b).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10: Examples of the color enhanced cosine shader application on a Utah teapot on (a) and (b) and

a pawn (c). (b) presents the enlarged square region of (a). The specular component adds the red color to
otherwise blue surfaces.
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Figure 11: The negated version of a Utah teapot example of Figure 7 (a).
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Figure 12: The low resolution version of a Utah teapot example of Figure 7 (a). Note the precise shape of

the deformed symbols.
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6 Conclusions

In this work, a text based NPR method for free-form parametric surfaces has been presented. The technique

exploits a layout of half-toned text over the given surface. The key step of the method is a symbolic

composition between the given three dimensional free-form parametric surface S(u; v) and the geometry

of the text that is represented by set of B�ezier curves fCi(t)gi. The shading method may be arbitrary and

is applied to the text on the surface by varying the width and the color of the symbols.

This work could be extended in several ways. One could attempt to use solid �lled text on the surface

instead of text outline. In order to enhance the illuminated parts of the surface, we changed the width of

the outline of the text. If a layout of a �lled text on the surface is used for rendering, then the width or

area of the �lled symbols must be modi�ed to reproduce the illuminated regions.

The extension of the presented method to non-parametric surfaces such as polygonal meshes should

also be investigated. Our algorithm needs a parametric surface to evaluate the composed letter. Moreover,

isoparametric curves are employed as the letter-path to place the letters along. Yet, the letter-path place-

ment need not be isoparametric. Any devised path that covers the surface could be exploited much like

a tool path generation in NC machining applications. A projection of a �xed, planar, prede�ne path is a

common practice in NC machining that could be employed for parametric surfaces as well as other surface

types, including polygonal meshes. The reconstruction of the composed letter on the surface shape is a

more di�cult issue to be investigated. If only linear transformations are to be considered, one can employ

a discrete approximation of the �rst fundamental form of the polygonal mesh at the sample point to warp

the symbol.

Aliasing e�ects could result from di�erent symbol shapes and di�erent distances of adjacent symbols

as discussed in Section 4.1.4. In [17], a method to alleviate these e�ects is described. The dither matrix

equilibration algorithm of [17] corrects for uneven spacing of letters by a�ecting their intensity levels, a

scheme that should be adapted to the rendering method presented in this work.
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